Miss Laeticia’s Competitive numbers -Costume and Makeup
requirements 2018
* All Ballet costumes with any sort of tutu needs to be steamed prior to competition,
whether you do it yourself or get it done professionally. There is a steamer in Studio 4
available to use if needed. I will leave it in the hallway. :)
*All groups will be wearing earrings and can be purchased from the dance studio. Both
the clip ons and regular earrings are available.
*You can purchase ballet pins (different than regular bobby pins) made for buns at
Dance Street.
*Please remember to use hair gel , hairspray and hair net for your bun. TIP:Using a
spray water bottle to spray on dry hair with the hair gel could be very helpful for your
bun.
* Both the Red and Plum lipstick colors are available at the studio for purchase.
* All hand props and chairs will be transported by Miss Laeticia or the studio, unless
other arrangements have been made.
Grade 1 Ballet- Mary Poppins
Lipstick-Red
Hair-low donut bun with hair net
Tights-Ballet pink
Shoes-Ballet slippers
Earrings
Jackson-blush, foundation, hair with gel , black socks with black slippers and his hat.
Grade 3 Ballet- Danza Espanola
Lipstick-Red
Hair-high donut bun with hairpiece on the opposite side of rose on skirt.
Tights- Salmon Pink by BLOCH
Shoes-Ballet slippers
Earrings
Javen-blush, foundation, hair with gel, black socks with black slippers
Grade 4- Maskarade
Lipstick-Red
Hair-high donut bun with hair net
Tights-ballet pink
shoes-ballet slippers
Earrings

Inter Foundation-Black Swans
Lipstick-Red
Hair-High donut bun with hair net
Rights-Salmon Pink(BLOCH)
Shoes-ballet slippers
Earrings
Dawson -Blush with foundation, hair with gel and black slippers
Adv Foundation-Audrey Hepburn
Lipstick-Red
Hair-french braided(what we spoke about in class).
Tights-Salmon Pink(Block)
Shoes-ballet slippers
Earrings
Lyrical- Unity
Lipstick-Plum
Hair-high donut bun with hair net
Hairpiece-on left side
Tights-No tights
Shoes-split sole shoe (BLOCH) available at Dance Street
Earrings

Recreational 2018 Makeup and Costume requirements for Miss
Laeticia’s classes
**lipsticks and earrings can both be purchased at the office**
Monday- 6-7 pm Grade 1 Ballet class- GOING TO THE CHAPEL
Makeup-foundation, blush, mascara and red lipstick
Tights:Ballet pink
Shoes: ballet slipper
Hair in a high donut bun- can purchase at Dollarama, Walmart or Shoppers.
Lipstick-Red
Hair piece- Veil- well secured on top of the bun.
Crystal stud earrings(for girls) can be purchased at the studio-clip ons are also
available.
*Miss Laeticia will bring the bouquets on recital day*

Thursdays-6:00-6:45 Primary Ballet- April Showers
Makeup-foundation, blush, mascara, and Red lipstick
Tights-ballet pink
Shoes-ballet slippers
Lipstick-Red
*Can purchase donut bun at Dollarama, Walmart and or Shoppers.*
Crystal stud earrings(for girls) can be purchased at the studio-clip ons are also
available.

**Miss Laeticia will bring umbrellas on recital day.**
Saturdays- 10:45-11:15- Bear Necessities
Tiny Tots 3 year old class
Makeup girls-blush and red lipstick
Jordin- Blush
Tights-ballet pink
Lipstick-Red
Shoes-ballet slippers
Hair-high ballet bun, hairpiece under bun
Jordin- black pants, black socks, white dress shirt and yellow vest
**Miss Laeticia will bring the bears to recital**

Saturday-Jazz and Tap combo class- 11:45-12:45
JAZZ SONG- GIRL PARTY
Makeup-foundation, blush, mascara and red lipstick for both dances
tights-Beige
Lipstick- Red
Shoes- beige jazz shoes
Hair-in a curly high pony. You can purchase a curly hairpiece at dance street or Sally’s if
you prefer.
Crystal stud earrings (for girls) can be purchased at the studio-clip ons are also
available.
TAP SONG-TO BE ANNOUNCED
Tights-Beige
Lipstick-Red
Shoes-Beige Tap shoes
Hair-in a curly high pony. You can purchase a curly hairpiece at dance street or Sally’s if
you prefer.
Crystal stud earrings (for girls) can be purchased at the studio (clip ons available).

SATURDAY 12:45-1:30- KID IN A CANDY STORE
GIRLS Makeup- blush, mascara
and red lipstick
BOYS- blush-don’t want to be washed out on stage
SHOES- Plain black sneakers and black socks
GIRLS HAIR- HIGH PONY NO bangs
GIRLS -BLACK LEGGINGS
BOYS- Hair styled with hair gel
BOYS-BLACK PANTS-NO JEANS

**Miss Laeticia will purchase a top for all students**

SATURDAYS 1:30-2:15
Hip Hop- HAIR UP / WELCOME TO MY HOUSE
Makeup girls-foundation, blush, mascara, and red lipstick
Shoes- Plain Black shoes and black socks
GIRLS HAIR-HIGH PONY NO bangs
GIRLS -BLACK LEGGINS
BOYS-BLACK PANTS- NO JEANS
BOYS HAIR-styled with Hair Gel
**Miss Laeticia will purchase a top for all students**

